
GULFSTREAM G650



DON’T JUST HOP CONTINENTS,
HOP HEMISPHERES.



FROM A CLEAN SLATE,  
THE PINNACLE OF BUSINESS AVIATION IS BORN 
When designing the Gulfstream G650, Gulfstream set out to surpass every business jet that had been built to date. To do so, they started 

with a blank page, learned what passengers were looking for, then engineered an aircraft to exceed the highest of standard in the industry. 

Every detail was remade—from the length of the wings to the placement of the windows on the fuselage. The result of this work is the 

Gulfstream G650, a jet that can cover its 8,056 statute mile range faster than any other ultra-long-range aircraft. 

Flexjet is proud to be the only fractional provider of the G650. When you combine the legendary style and engineering of Gulfstream with 

the service and finesse of Flexjet, you get a travel experience that truly goes the distance. 

 

SPEED AND COMFORT REDESIGNED. INTRODUCING THE G650.



THIS FEELING.
NOW AVAILABLE IN AN AIRCRAFT.



THE TITAN OF BUSINESS JETS 
FOR THE TITANS OF BUSINESS
With redesigned wings that eliminate anything that would hinder the 

natural airflow, and high-thrust Rolls-Royce BR725 AI-12 engines, the Flexjet 

G650 is uniquely engineered for distance as well as for speed. Not only are  

Tokyo and New York an hour closer to each other when you fly at 92 percent 

of the speed of sound, you can circumnavigate the globe with only one stop. 

 

The exceptional engineering continues in the cabin, where the pressure 

holds steady at a comfortable 3,290 feet, even at a cruising altitude of 

51,000 feet, and the air is replenished 100% every two minutes. Together, 

this helps limit the effects of jetlag and travel fatigue, ensuring you’re ready  

for business, or leisure, wherever your destination waits. 

Gulfstream has always been a leader in implementing innovative safety 

technology, and the G650 is no exception. The Gulfstream Enhanced Vision 

System (EVS) II allows pilots to see details in low-visibility conditions on  

a Head-Up Display. This and other cutting-edge technology come with the 

most advanced flight deck in the industry aboard the G650.



GO THE DISTANCE. 
GET THERE IN STYLE. 



THERE’S NO BETTER PLACE TO SPEND 14 HOURS, 
ON EARTH, OR ABOVE IT  
Your experience in the cabin is bound to make you wish you had more time en route. With an 8-foot, 6-inch wide cabin, the widest in its 

class, the G650 allows up to 15 passengers to ride in spacious comfort. And while most large jets offer three sections, the G650 outfitted 

by Flexjet offers four, giving passengers more spaces to work, dine, relax, and sleep. 

Sixteen panoramic windows flood the cabin with natural light, and they are set higher on the fuselage, for optimal cloud-gazing. And of 

course, if work instead of the view needs your attention, the G650 boasts a wide array of connectivity options including multichannel 

satellite communications. 

The performance of the G650 is not limited to the jet itself. At Flexjet, we understand that your trip begins before takeoff and ends long 

after you land. So, to enhance your experience, Flexjet offers Red Label, an exclusive level of service. This ensures there is just one flight 

crew dedicated to your G650, who together have an intimate understanding of the aircraft and the needs of its regular passengers. 

Furthermore, the fourth zone of the G650 is configured for the crew rest area, maximizing the range of the aircraft. Red Label jets are also 

part of the LXi Cabin Collection, a line of custom aircraft interiors that take luxury to a new level.



 

SPEED & GRACE & STYLE & COMFORT. 
YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL.



46′ 10″

DETAILS MEANT TO BE LINGERED UPON 
Whether your mission is from Teterboro to Washington, DC, or Sao Paulo to Paris, no detail of service or comfort is wasted aboard a  

Flexjet G650. Ergonomic seats with plush leather upholstery, custom inlaid wood interiors, fine textiles, crystal glassware, and other 

elegant details curated for those with particularly refined tastes. 

Throughout the aircraft you’ll find state-of-the art materials, artisanal details, and sophisticated service that anticipates and  

accommodates your every need. Whether you’re traveling for business or pleasure, with associates or with family, your experience  

aboard the G650 is precisely what you require it to be—flawlessly comfortable, luxuriously practical. 

To further your peace of mind, Gulfstream provides Flexjet G650 Owners access to a comprehensive aircraft service and support network. 

The award-winning Gulfstream Product Support program is built on a team of service professionals available 24 hours a day, 365 days a  

year, and dedicated jets that will bring engineers and parts to wherever they are needed. With the G650, you can travel across oceans and 

continents with absolute peace of mind.

8′6″

*Under part 135 regulations, additional Flexjet flight crew must be on board for flights exceeding 10 consecutive hours en route
*Divan located in optional crew rest zone is approved for 2 pax only, during takeoff and landing

OPTIONAL CREW REST ZONE
TO MAXIMIZE RANGE





AN ELITE PARTNERSHIP AT YOUR SERVICE 
Through an exclusive arrangement with Gulfstream, Flexjet is the only fractional provider of new G650s, and we’re honored for the 

opportunity to continue our partnership. You can access our large-cabin aircraft fleet, including the G650, with the Flexjet Global 

Access program. This program was created specifically for those who need to rely on a large-cabin option less frequently, offering Owners 

special stage-length pricing based on the duration of their trip. 

You don’t simply arrive in a Flexjet G650, you make an entrance.

SPEED & RANGE
NORMAL CRUISE SPEED
561 mph

MAXIMUM OPERATING RANGE
8,056 sm

CABIN DIMENSIONS
CABIN LENGTH, WIDTH & HEIGHT
46’10” x 8’6” x 6’5”

CABIN AMENITIES
Service Attendant
Power Outlets
Wi-Fi™
Telephone
Gogo® Talk & Text
Video Monitors
Airshow System
DVD Player
Satellite TV
CD Stereo

PASSENGER CAPACITY
15 Passengers

BAGGAGE CAPACITY
195 ft3 (cubic feet)

Headsets
Cabin Speakers
Microwave and Warming Oven
Espresso Machine
Waterford® Crystal
Granite Counters
Full Refreshment Center
Fully Enclosed Aft Lavatory
Exterior 3-Camera System



YOU WON’T JUST BE FLOWN, YOU’LL BE MOVED.
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